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 State individual income tax and corporate income/franchise tax provisions regarding the 

amount of income subject to taxation are generally referenced to definitions under federal law. With 

limited exceptions, changes to federal law take effect for state tax purposes only after action by the 

Legislature. The Legislature typically reviews the previous year's federal law changes each year to 

update state references to the federal Internal Revenue Code (IRC). Under current law, state tax 

references generally refer to the code in effect on December 31, 2020. 

 

 On March 11, 2021, President Biden signed into law P.L. 117-2, the American Rescue Plan 

Act of 2021 (ARPA). ARPA follows three other federal acts in response to the coronavirus 

pandemic: (a) the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA); (b) the Coronavirus Aid, 

Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES); and (c) the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021 

(CAA). This memorandum describes provisions of ARPA that modify IRC references relevant for 

state tax purposes. Certain provisions of ARPA are automatically adopted for state tax purposes, 

while others would require legislative approval. 

 

 State references to federal law provide greater simplicity for taxpayers in preparing returns 

and reduce the administrative burden and cost for both taxpayers and the Department of Revenue 

(DOR) in assuring compliance with tax laws. The IRC references are used to determine which items 

of income are subject to taxation prior to specific state modifications. The state uses separate tax 

rates and brackets and separate provisions regarding standard deductions, personal exemptions, 

itemized deductions, net operating loss, tax credits, excise taxes, and subtractions after the 

computation of federal adjusted gross income (AGI). Therefore, changes to these federal provisions 

typically have no effect for state tax purposes. For example, the expansion of the federal child and 

dependent care expenses credit under ARPA for tax year 2021 does not affect the state deduction for 

child and dependent care expenses. Although Wisconsin is tied to the federal credit's definition of 

employment-related expenses for purposes of the corresponding state deduction, the federal credit 

modifications included in ARPA do not impact the definition of these expenses, and so do not impact 
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expenses allowed under the state deduction. Changes to federal tax laws that the Legislature 

previously elected not to adopt, such as changes to the federal earned income tax credit (EITC) for 

individuals without children, are not described in this memorandum. 

 

 The following sections provide a preliminary description of the federal tax provisions of 

ARPA based on materials currently available, how they relate to Wisconsin tax law, and the 

estimated fiscal effect of adopting the provisions for state tax purposes. This memorandum was 

prepared based on the language in the Act, information released by the Congressional Research 

Service, and federal fiscal estimates published by the Joint Committee on Taxation. Subsequent 

guidance from the U.S. Treasury may alter how the Internal Revenue Service and the state would 

administer the provisions described below. The fiscal estimates in this memorandum and the 

description of each provision were prepared in consultation with DOR.  

 

PROVISIONS AUTOMATICALLY ADOPTED 

 

 Single Employer Pensions. The following two items relate to federal funding rules for single 

employer pensions. These provisions are automatically adopted for state tax purposes and are 

estimated to increase revenues by $1.6 million in 2020-21, $2.8 million in 2021-22, $4.5 million 

2022-23, $6.6 million in 2023-24, and $12.4 million in 2024-25. 

 

 Extended Amortization of Funding Shortfalls. Generally, when funding a pension, the plan 

sponsor must contribute the normal cost for the plan year plus an amortized charge for the shortfall 

for previous years. Previously, federal law required pension funding shortfalls to be amortized over 

a seven-year period. ARPA changes the amortization period to 15 years for plan years beginning in 

2022, and also converts prior shortfalls to the new 15-year amortization schedule that had previously 

been subject to the seven-year period. ARPA permits plan sponsors to elect to adopt these changes 

retroactive to begin in plan years 2019, 2020, or 2021.  

 

 Extension of Pension Funding Stabilization Percentages. Pension plans are required to have 

sufficient assets to cover the present value of benefits accrued and earned under them. If the present 

value of benefits exceeds the value of a plan's assets, then the plan is considered to be underfunded. 

To compare future benefits to current assets, "discount" interest rates are used to convert the future 

benefits into a single-sum present value amount. 

 

 For purposes of calculating and reporting the present value of future pension benefits, federal 

law requires the use of three different "segment" interest rates (calculated as the average of the 

corporate bond yields within each segment for the preceding 24 months). A "funding corridor" must 

be used to determine the minimum and maximum interest rates as a percentage below and above the 

25-year average of historical corporate bond yields. If the 24-month segment interest rate is higher 

than the maximum or lower than the minimum, it is adjusted to the maximum or minimum, 

respectively. A wider corridor results in a lower floor for the adjusted interest rate, increasing the 

present value of the future benefit obligations (thereby causing the required plan contributions to 

increase). 

 

 For plan year 2020, the minimum and maximum corridor was set to 90% and 110% of the 25-
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year rate. Prior federal law provided for a gradual 5% per year expansion of the three segment rates 

from 10% in 2020 to 30% for plan years beginning in of after 2024. ARPA reduces the corridor to 

5% for plan years 2020 through 2025 (95% minimum and 105% maximum). Further, ARPA delays 

the 5% expansion to the 2026 plan year so that the maximum 30% corridor is reached in plan year 

2030 (90% minimum and 110% maximum in plan year 2026, expanding to 70% minimum and 130% 

maximum for plan years 2029 and after). ARPA also sets a permanent 5% interest rate floor for the 

25-year rate. These provisions are effective for plan years beginning after December 31, 2019, but a 

plan sponsor may elect to apply them only after plan years beginning on or after January 1, 2022.  

 

 Single Employer Pensions -- Modification of Special Rules for Minimum Funding 

Standards for Community Newspaper Plans. Federal law provides for special funding rules for 

single-employer pensions sponsored by community newspapers that reduce funding requirements if 

certain conditions are met. ARPA expands these rules to community newspaper plans maintained by 

an employer that published one or more newspapers at any time from December 20, 2008, to 

December 20, 2019. An eligible newspaper plan sponsor may elect to have these standards apply if 

no plan participant has had an increase in accrued benefit. These provisions are automatically 

adopted and are estimated to enhance revenues by $0.1 million in 2020-21 through 2022-23 and $0.2 

million annually beginning in 2023-24. 

 

 Multiemployer Pension Plans -- Temporary Relief. The following items relate to federal 

funding rules for multiemployer pensions. These provisions are automatically adopted and are 

estimated to increase revenues by $0.1 million annually beginning in 2020-21. 

 

 Delay on Funding Status Designation. Federal law provides for certain rules requiring 

multiemployer plan sponsors to annually certify the plan funding status, such as endangered, critical, 

or critical and declining. Doing so requires the sponsor to undertake funding adjustments and change 

optional benefits. ARPA permits a multiemployer plan sponsor for the first plan year beginning on 

or after March 1, 2020, through February 28, 2021, or the next succeeding plan year (designated plan 

year), to elect to retain its funding status from the previous year. This permits a plan's sponsor to 

avoid undertaking long term funding changes to account for the temporary disruptions to the 

economy resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. A fund plan that was designated as in endangered 

status or critical status for the plan year preceding the designated plan year is not required to update 

its funding plan until the plan year following the designated plan year. 

 

 Extension of Funding Improvement and Rehabilitation Periods. ARPA permits sponsors of 

multiemployer plans in endangered status or critical status for a plan year beginning in 2020 or 2021 

to elect to extend a funding improvement or rehabilitation plan period by five years. This allows 

underfunded plans additional time to collect supplemental contributions.  

 

 Adjustment of Standard Account Rules. ARPA permits sponsors of multiemployer plans to 

amortize investment and employment losses in one or both of the two plan years ending after 

February 29, 2020, over a 30-year period to determine the actuarial value of assets. This permits 

plans to avoid status changes that would otherwise have resulted from net investment losses from 

the COVID-19 pandemic. By doing so, such plans are subject to certain limitations on benefit 

increases during the amortization period. 
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 Special Financial Assistance for Insolvent Plans. ARPA creates a new financial assistance 

fund under the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) to support insolvent multiemployer 

pension plans. PBGC will review applications and provide the amount needed for a pension plan to 

pay all benefits due, beginning on the date of the assistance through plan year 2051, by way of a 

single lump sum payment. Certain rules apply which require pension plans to reinstate benefits that 

were previously suspended or reduced. There is no cap on the amount of assistance that may be 

granted. However, payments and any earnings thereon: (a) are available only for benefit payments 

and plan expenses; (b) must be kept segregated from other plan assets; and (c) have certain 

restrictions apply to the investment of such funds, such as requiring the assistance to be invested 

solely in investment-grade bonds of other investments approved by the PBGC.  

 

 A multiemployer plan is eligible for relief if: (a) it is in critical and declining status in any plan 

year beginning in 2020 through 2022; (b) a suspension of benefits has been approved as of March 

11, 2021; (c) in plan years beginning in 2020 through 2022, a plan actuary certifies that the plan is 

in critical status, has a modified funded percentage of less than 40% and has a ratio of active to 

inactive participants which is less than 2 to 3; or (d) the plan has become insolvent after December 

16, 2014, and has not been terminated as of March 11, 2021.  

 

 Certain Tax Filing Deadlines Extended for Tax Year 2021. On March 13, 2020, President 

Trump declared a national emergency (which remains in effect) in response to the coronavirus 

pandemic. The Treasury Department and Internal Revenue Service announced on March 17, 2021, 

that the deadline for filing federal individual income tax returns is extended from April 15, 2021, to 

May 17, 2021. Taxpayers who owe final individual income tax payments for tax year 2020 that 

would otherwise be due on April 15 can make such payments by May 17 without incurring any 

interest or penalties, regardless of amounts owed by the taxpayer. A taxpayer need not file any 

additional forms in order to qualify for this extended due date. However, the deadline extension does 

not apply to estimated tax payments for tax year 2021, the first installment of which remains due 

April 15, 2021. 

 

 Wisconsin law provides similar treatment, such that state individual income taxpayers with 

tax filing due dates of April 15, 2021, will have until May 17, 2021, to file their state income tax 

returns for tax year 2020, without interest or penalties applying until after that date.  

 

 Under current law, individuals and corporations that make estimated tax payments during the 

tax year generally owe interest on any amount by which they underpaid their estimated payments for 

taxes owed when filing their tax return in the following year. This interest accrues at a rate of 12% 

per year for the period of the underpayment. However, underpayment interest does not apply under 

current law if the taxpayer qualifies for a federal extension of time to file their return due to a 

presidentially declared disaster. As a result of the federal actions described above, no underpayment 

interest will be owed to the state on tax year 2020 individual income tax estimated payments for 

taxpayers with a tax return due date of April 15, 2021 (now extended to May 17, 2021). It is estimated 

that the suspension of underpayment interest for individual income taxpayers for tax year 2020 will 

reduce state individual income tax collections by $24.0 million in 2020-21. 
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PROVISIONS THAT WOULD REQUIRE LEGISLATIVE ACTION 

 

 For provisions that would require legislative action, the fiscal effects shown below assume 

that state adoption of these provisions would be included in consideration of the biennial budget bill 

and take effect July 1, 2021. To the extent these provisions were enacted prior to July 1, it is possible 

that some of the fiscal effect shown for 2021-22 would shift to 2020-21. However, under s. 16.47 

(2), no bill containing an appropriation or increasing or decreasing state revenues in an annual 

amount exceeding $10,000 can be passed by the Senate or the Assembly until the budget bill has 

passed both houses, unless an emergency statement is attached to the bill. The net effect of adopting 

the IRC provisions described below would: (a) reduce state revenues by more than $10,000; and (b) 

require an emergency statement prior to being passed in either House of the Legislature. 

 

 Unemployment Compensation Exclusion. Unemployment compensation payments are 

generally taxable under federal law. However, for tax year 2020, ARPA provides that the first 

$10,200 of unemployment payments received in calendar year 2020 are excluded from taxable 

income, provided the taxpayer's federal AGI (with certain modifications) is less than $150,000. 

Eligible married-joint filers are able to exclude up to $10,200 of unemployment compensation 

received by each spouse (up to $20,400 total). State adoption of this provision is estimated to reduce 

individual income tax revenues by $121.0 million in 2021-22.  

 

 It should be noted that this exclusion for unemployment compensation applies only to tax year 

2020. If this provision were adopted for state tax purposes retroactively for tax year 2020, most 

individuals would have to file an amended return to receive the tax benefit. According to DOR, it 

does not have the ability to systematically identify individual returns it has received and recompute 

each individual's tax liability for tax year 2020 that would be eligible for the retroactive exclusion. 

 

 Student Loan Forgiveness Exclusion. With certain exceptions, forgiven student loans are 

generally considered taxable income under federal law. ARPA stipulates that any forgiven student 

loan that was expressly provided for postsecondary educational expenses and meets certain other 

requirements is excluded from taxable income for tax years 2021 through 2025. If the state were to 

adopt this provision, it is estimated that individual income tax revenues would decrease by a minimal 

amount annually through 2025-26. 

 

 Health Insurance Premium Assistance Exclusion. Under current law, health insurance 

premium assistance is generally included in gross income. Under separate provisions of ARPA, 

eligible individuals receiving continuation health care coverage pursuant to the Consolidated 

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) are entitled to premium assistance between April 1, 

2021, and September 30, 2021. Under ARPA, the federal government will pay the premiums in full 

for such individuals during this period. ARPA specifies that any such COBRA premium assistance 

received is not included in the gross income of the individual. If the state were to conform to this 

federal exclusion, individual income tax revenues would decrease by an estimated $9.8 million in 

2021-22. 

 

 Increased Exclusion for Dependent Care Benefits. Under federal law, an employer may 

participate in a dependent care assistance program whereby the employer pays (directly or indirectly) 
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for services to care for its employees' dependents (such as through a dependent care flexible spending 

arrangement). Such services must be provided to enable the employees to remain employed. 

Generally, an individual can exclude from gross income up to $5,000 ($2,500 if filing married-

separate) per year of such dependent care assistance benefits. For tax year 2021 only, this limit is 

increased to $10,500 ($5,250 for married-separate filers). State adoption of this provision is 

estimated to reduce individual income tax collections by $0.9 million in 2021-22.  

 

 EITC Modifications. The federal EITC is a refundable credit based on income and family 

size and is calculated based on a percentage of earned income up to certain thresholds. The state 

EITC is calculated as a percentage of the federal credit that varies based on the claimant's number of 

qualifying children. The state credit is not available to claimants without qualifying children. 

 

 Increased Disqualified Investment Income Limit. Under federal law, the EITC is denied to 

individuals having disqualified income in excess of a certain limit. The disqualified income limit for 

tax year 2020 is $3,650, and is adjusted each year for inflation. Disqualified income is defined as 

taxable and nontaxable interest income, dividends, net income from nonbusiness rents and royalties, 

capital gain net income, and net passive income (if greater than zero) that is not self-employment 

income. ARPA increases this disqualified income limit to $10,000 beginning in tax year 2021, and 

specifies that the increased limit is to be indexed for inflation annually thereafter.  

 

 The state EITC is funded through a sum sufficient GPR appropriation. Therefore, adopting 

this provision is estimated to increase GPR expenditures by $1.8 million in 2021-22, $1.5 million in 

2022-23, $1.3 million in 2023-24, and $1.4 million in 2024-25. 

 

 Using 2019 Earned Income to Calculate 2021 EITC. For EITC claims filed for tax year 2021, 

ARPA generally allows a taxpayer to use their earned income from tax year 2019 when determining 

their credit amount, provided their earned income in 2021 is lower than in 2019. A similar provision 

applicable to tax year 2020 was included in the CAA, and was adopted in state law under 2021 Act 

1. Adopting this provision is estimated to increase GPR expenditures by $12.8 million in 2021-22. 

Because this provision only applies to EITC claims filed for tax year 2021, a minimal increase in 

GPR expenditures is estimated in 2022-23 and thereafter.  

 

 EITC for Certain Separated Individuals. Under federal law, married taxpayers must file using 

the married-joint filing status in order to claim the EITC. However, a provision in ARPA allows an 

exception to this filing requirement, beginning in tax year 2021, for an individual who: (a) files 

married-separate; (b) lives with their qualifying child (for purposes of the EITC) for more than half 

the year; and (c) during the last six months of the relevant tax year, did not live in the same principal 

dwelling as their spouse (or possesses a divorce or separation instrument relating to their spouse and 

is not a member of the same household as their spouse at the end of the relevant tax year). State 

adoption of this provision is estimated to increase GPR expenditures by $0.1 million on an annual 

basis, beginning in 2021-22.  

 

 Restaurant Revitalization Grants. ARPA provides $28.6 billion in federal fiscal year 2021 

for a new restaurant revitalization grant program, including $5 billion for eligible entities with gross 

receipts during 2019 of no more than $500,000. Grants are equal to the pandemic-related revenue 
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loss of an eligible entity, up to $10 million per eligible entity, with no more than $5 million for each 

physical location. Any grant amounts that exceed the actual gross receipts of an eligible entity in 

2020 must be returned.  

 

 Grants are generally awarded to eligible entities in the order in which applications are 

received. Eligible entities include most businesses in which the public or patrons assemble for the 

primary purpose of being served food or drink. Such entities located within an airport terminal are 

considered eligible. State and municipal owned businesses are not eligible. Entities that own or 

operate more than 20 locations, regardless of whether they do business under the same name, are not 

eligible.  

 

 Grant proceeds may be used for the following expenses incurred as a direct result of, or during, 

the COVID–19 pandemic during the period beginning February 15, 2020, and ending December 31, 

2021: (a) payroll costs; (b) payments of principal or interest on any mortgage obligation (not 

including prepayments of principal); (c) rent payments, (not including prepayment of rent); (d) 

utilities; (e) maintenance expenses, including construction to accommodate outdoor seating and 

walls, floors, deck surfaces, furniture, fixtures, and equipment; (f) supplies, including protective 

equipment and cleaning materials; (g) food and beverage expenses that are within the scope of the 

normal business practice of the eligible entity before the covered period; (h) covered supplier costs; 

(i) operational expenses; (j) paid sick leave; and (k) any other expenses determined to be essential to 

maintaining the eligible entity. 

 

 Eligible recipients must certify in their application for a grant that: (a) the uncertainty of 

current economic conditions makes the grant request necessary to support the ongoing operations; 

and (b) they have not applied for or received a shuttered venue grant under the CAA. 

 

 ARPA also provides that restaurant revitalization grant proceeds are excluded from gross 

income for income tax purposes and that otherwise deductible expenses paid directly or indirectly 

with such grants would be deductible. Further, ARPA provides that distributions to owners of 

partnerships and S corporations of such excluded amounts are treated as tax exempt income. ARPA 

directs the Secretary of the Treasury to prescribe rules for determining a partner's distributive share 

for purposes of determining a partner's or shareholder's basis in the ownership interest of a 

partnership or S corporation.  

 

 Because the restaurant revitalization grant program did not previously exist, such revenues are 

not part of general fund tax revenues estimated by this office on January 26, 2021. Under current 

Wisconsin law, the federal grant program will increase state tax revenues by an estimated $15.6 

million in 2021-22, $7.5 million in 2022-23, $4.1 million in 2023-24, and a minimal amount 

thereafter. If state law were amended to adopt federal tax treatment of restaurant revitalization grants, 

no increase in state tax revenues would be estimated relative to the January 26 estimates. 

 

 Repeal Worldwide Interest Allocation Election. For taxable years beginning after 

December 31, 2020, multinational taxpayers were permitted to allocate interest expenses of a 

domestic group member on a worldwide basis. This altered the computation of the limitation on the 

foreign tax credit such that the interest expenses of foreign members of a worldwide affiliated group 
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would have been considered in determining whether interest expenses of domestic members of the 

group must be allocated to foreign-sourced income. Initially enacted in 2004, federal law had delayed 

the effective date numerous times. ARPA permanently repeals the election. It is estimated that state 

adoption of this provision would increase income and franchise tax collections by $7.8 million in 

2021-22, $11.1 million in 2022-23, $13.4 million in 2023-24, and $14.2 million in 2024-25 and 

annually thereafter. 

 

 Clarified Tax Treatment of Targeted Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL) Advances. 

CARES provided for EIDL advances to applicants of up to $10,000 which did not have to be repaid. 

However, program funding ran out in July, 2020. The CAA later extended the program, now referred 

to as targeted EIDL advances, and provided that such advances are not taxable. ARPA clarifies for 

income tax purposes that: (a) targeted EIDL advances are not included in gross income; (b) otherwise 

deductible expenses cannot be denied because they were paid with EIDL advance proceeds; and (c) 

distributions to owners of pass-through entities, such as partnerships and S corporations, are tax 

neutral in that the forgiveness of indebtedness and other financial assistance is treated as an increase 

in a partner's or shareholder's basis in the ownership interest of a partnership or S corporation. These 

provisions are not anticipated to have a fiscal effect because provisions of 2021 Act 1 already 

conform state law to federal law in making EIDL advances nontaxable.  

 

FISCAL EFFECT 

 

 The following table summarizes the estimated impact on state revenues if Wisconsin adopted 

all of the provisions of ARPA described above. The four provisions that are automatically adopted 

under state law are estimated to decrease income and franchise tax revenues by $22,200,000 in 2020-

21 and increase such revenues by $3,000,000 in 2021-22, $4,700,000 in 2022-23, $6,900,000 in 

2023-24, and $12,700,000 in 2024-25. State adoption of the eight ARPA provisions described above 

that would require legislative approval would: (a) reduce state tax revenues by an estimated 

$123,900,000 in 2021-22 and increase revenues by $11,100,000 in 2022-23, $13,400,000 in 2023-

24, and $14,200,000 in 2024-25; and (b) increase GPR expenditures by an estimated $14,700,000 in 

2021-22, $1,600,000 in 2022-23, $1,400,000 in 2023-24, and $1,500,000 in 2024-25.  
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Estimated State Fiscal Effects of Adopting Federal Tax Provisions in the American Rescue 

Plan Act of 2021 

(In Millions) 

 

 
 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 Source 

Provisions Automatically Adopted       

Single Employer Pension Plans (SEPP) $1.6 $2.8 $4.5 $6.6 $12.4 GPR-Tax 

SEPP Funding Rules for Community Newspaper Plans 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 GPR-Tax 

Multiemployer Pension Plans, Temporary Relief 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 GPR-Tax 

Certain Tax Filing Deadlines Extended    -24.0   Minimal   Minimal   Minimal   Minimal GPR-Tax 

     Subtotal -$22.2 $3.0 $4.7 $6.9 $12.7 GPR-Tax 

       

Provisions That Would Require Legislative Action      

Unemployment Compensation Exclusion Minimal -$121.0 Minimal Minimal Minimal GPR-Tax 

Student Loan Forgiveness Exclusion Minimal Minimal Minimal Minimal Minimal GPR-Tax 

Health Insurance Premium Assistance Exclusion Minimal -9.8 Minimal Minimal Minimal GPR-Tax 

Increased Exclusion for Dependent Care Benefits Minimal -0.9 Minimal Minimal Minimal GPR-Tax 

EITC Modifications       

  Increase Disqualified Income Limit Minimal 1.8 $1.5 $1.3 $1.4 GPR  

  Using 2019 Earned Income for 2021 Minimal 12.8 Minimal Minimal Minimal GPR  

  EITC for Certain Separated Individuals Minimal 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 GPR  

Restaurant Revitalization Grants * * * * * GPR-Tax 

Repeal Worldwide Interest Allocation Election   Minimal       7.8    11.1    13.4    14.2 GPR-Tax 

     Subtotal GPR-Tax Minimal -$123.9 $11.1 $13.4 $14.2 GPR-Tax 

     Subtotal GPR  Minimal $14.7 $1.6 $1.4 $1.5 GPR  

       

Total Impact on State General Fund -$22.2 -$135.6 $14.2 $18.9 $25.4  

    Total Less Automatically Adopted Minimal -$138.6 $9.5 $12.0 $12.7  

 

 
*If state law were not amended to conform with the federal exclusion for the restaurant revitalization grant program created by ARPA, 

state taxes on businesses receiving grants would increase by $15.6 million in 2021-22, $7.5 million in 2022-23, $4.1 million in 2023-

24, and a minimal amount thereafter. 

 

 

 Under s. 16.518 (3) of the statutes, if actual tax collections exceed the amounts estimated in 

the state's biennial budget act, one-half of such excess is deposited into the budget stabilization fund. 

Based on the general fund tax projections prepared by this office on January 26, 2021, modified to 

reflect subsequent tax law changes under 2021 Acts 1 and 2, it is estimated that $95.0 million would 

transfer into the budget stabilization fund in 2020-21, which would increase the total fund balance 

to $857.3 million. Thus, the estimated effect of the federal tax provisions included in ARPA 

automatically adopted for state tax purposes would be a decrease in the estimated stabilization fund 

transfer of $11.1 million in 2020-21, resulting in an estimated total fund balance of $846.2 million. 

The $11.1 million would remain in the general fund rather than being transferred to the budget 

stabilization fund.  

 

 Under separate provisions of ARPA, an estimated $3.2 billion is allocated to Wisconsin. States 

and territories are prohibited from using these funds to, either directly or indirectly, offset a reduction 

in the net tax revenue resulting from a change in law, regulation, or administrative interpretation 

occurring after March 3, 2021. ARPA requires the state or territory to repay to the Secretary of the 
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U.S. Treasury an amount equal to the amount of funds used to directly or indirectly offset a reduction 

in net tax revenue. Additional guidance from the U.S. Treasury is needed to determine whether state 

adoption of any of the aforementioned provisions decreasing taxes would trigger this federal 

recoupment provision.  
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